PART

III

THE EXPANSION PERIOD

CHAPTER V
The Mission Drive

Mombasa

Mission

We

have seen the painful births of the mother churches

Bura and Giriama, and

in

said, the

until in

seed had been sown, and day and night

time

it

was

to

become mature, bear

it

fruit

We left the Holy Ghost Mission, Mombasa,

Mombasa,

which resulted

the difficulties of the early days

an almost stagnant church for many years. However, as

at

we have

already

was sprouting and growing

and eventually spread.

at the turn

of this century with

few

a following of about five hundred Catholics "...mostly Goans, a

Europeans and

fifty

Africans" and boasting of a chapel with seating for four

hundred and a fine Fathers' house which
it

the missions of

made

now

still

From

serves that purpose today.

Bura and Giriama had been founded and

efforts

had been

catechumenates here and there on the mainland. Let us

to establish

see what progress

it

made over

the years, and especially

how

was

it

responsible for the founding of the one mission which did more than any
other for the growth and spread of the faith, particularly along the Coastal

Region - Makupa Mission.
Present day

Kenya had by now become

obvious to the Holy Ghost Fathers that

a British Protectorate, and

would be

it

it

was

better to have English

speaking missionaries there rather than the hitherto French speaking ones.
the Irish Province
their charge,

was growing

its first

rapidly, the Vicariate of

Irish Vicar Apostolic

Zanzibar was put in

being Monsignor John Neville

succeeded Monsignor Allegeyer and took up his residence
1913.

Mombasa mission

year he

made what can only be

In the Standard of

when

got a great boost

March

in

in

March of

we

who

Zanzibar in

the following

described as a triumphal entry into

15th, 1914

As

Mombasa.

read "...the church grounds and

chapel were magnificently decorated for the occasion, and, in honour of the

new

Bishop's nationality the flags of Old Ireland dominated the bunting. Dr.

Alex de Souza read the address". The Standard report describes the Bishop
as addressing the "vast congregation paternally as

thanked for

...the

however, came

'My dear people' whom he

triumphal arches and beautiful shamrocks".

down

to earth

soon,

reminding his audience that they were a mere

handful in a pagan country, and moreover were nearly

England (government employees), India
(the

He

(the

all"... foreigners

from

Goans) and the heart of Africa",

redeemed slaves brought from Bagamoyo). Bishop Neville thus

highlighted the fact that

up

to

evangelisation of local Africans.

that

He

time there had been

then pointed out

mission chapel had become. "I see people
the street.

.

."

and promised to help build a
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at

how

Mass kneeling

new

one.

little

or no

inadequate the

outside as far as

From Mombasa, Bishop

Mombasa and Kwale

Neville proceeded to Nairobi to visit the mission established there.

The outbreak of World War I held up

new church

build a

at

Mombasa and

drawn up. Construction was

started

the fulfilment of his promise to help

was not

it

1919 that plans were

until

under the supervision of Brother Gustave

Walter and the church was completed in 1923.

Romanesque

It is

has twin towers. Brother Gustave originally built one only but

while he was away in Nairobi. Returning by

now Dedan Kimathi Road, he looked
It

must be remembered

that at that

train, as

out of the

Pandya Memorial

none.

He

it

and

collapsed

he passed along what

window

to

is

admire his tower.

time the only buildings in the area were

low makuti roofed houses and the church could be
the

in style

clearly seen

Clinic stands today. Imagine his surprise

from where

when he saw

thereupon decided that two good solid towers were better than one

fallen one.

The

interior of the

church

richly coloured stained glass

windows

of Ireland), and a roof which

is

London, each

is

graced with a beautiful high

altar,

(particularly that of St Patrick, Patron

a facsimile of that of Westminster Cathedral,

truss being of Indian teak

and weighing a

Brother Gustave

ton.

probably never foresaw that the church he built would become a cathedral,

which

it

did

when Mombasa became

a separate diocese and got

bishop in 1957, needing neither renovation nor extension to
seat for the future bishops of

printing press and
to

make room

become

for

bookshop

Mombasa. The

until 1969. It

it

original chapel then

first

a worthy

became a

was demolished a few years

later

Ambalal House which now dominates the area which had

the mission site in 1897.

MAKUPA MISSION - OUR LADY OF
We can hardly

PERPETUAL HELP

speak of a missionary drive until

- which did not happen

until the 1930's.

Lady of Perpetual Help and which was

new

make

its

Makupa mission emerged

This mission, dedicated to Our

to beget so

many

outstations and

missions, had very humble origins. With the development of Kilindini

Harbour and the railway, more and more Africans from up country began
drift into

Mombasa - the

fore-runners of

working class population. At
tended to

make

first

modern Mombasa's huge sprawling

they were mostly of the

their living quarters in the areas

same time Tudor was becoming the fashionable

better off Indians ;.Ganjoni

became more or less
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Luo

tribe

and

around Kilindini, the present

Railway Terminus, Shimanzi, the Makupa and Majengo area
the

to

the

particularly.

At

area for Europeans and

Goan and Seychelles

area

Mombasa Mission

while the Old

Town remained Arab and Muslim;

Nyali was

still

bush country

to a great extent.

Seeing these developments, the Fathers
plot in the area close to the present

the pioneer of

Makupa,

Railway

at

Mombasa

Station. Fr

was used mainly

its

recorded -

mud with a makuti roof.

for catechism classes in the evenings but

Mass

Father from the mission would say

acquired

Alphonsus Loogman,

"...we built a small building there, no more

tells us:

than eighteen by six yards, constructed of boriti and
It

mission acquired a

own baptism

Odongo who was

that of a Richard

numbers increased, a

there. This little establishment

which the

register in

larger building

be used as classroom and chapel, a

on feastdays a

first

Makupa baptism

baptised on 7th June 1919.

was erected with a

room for the

large central

is

As

room to

catechist to live in, an office

and overnight bedroom for the visiting Father from the mission. The Fathers
at the

mission had their

who

Fathers

visited

own

titles

Makupa

(as

became a separate mission) were

according to the division of work, and the
they had earlier visited Giriama before

referred to as Father in charge of Native

Work. This "native work" really got under
it.

He

started

coming

By 1924

Sunday.

to the

three

it

way

with Fr

Loogman

in charge of

catechumenate on Fridays and staying

till

Masses were being said there on Sundays with

confessions on Wednesday evenings and

Mass on Thursday mornings.

Catechism classes took place every day with separate classes for school
children,

Porters at
first

women, domestic

Mombasa

servants and "other men".

ready for a caravan

to

Kilema.

It

heard ofBura.
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was from such porters as

these that the Fathers

Mombasa and Kwale

In 1930 the

new Town

Planning

Scheme

consisting of the Railway Station and Station

was

built to link

up with

the

They found an

ideal one.

The

Sisters'

turned

down

Africanus

was

the offer.

Bowen

The

on condition

Fathers, afraid she might live

made no

on

indefinitely,

was taken up by a West Indian Doctor, William

soon afterwards. Dr

£700 an

at

would take

that they

was a negro), who

relieved of the responsibility of a long watch over the

Mission

plot

story goes that an elderly lady offered a plot of

(the Africanus refers to the fact that he

fact that she died

acre, a stiff

Bowen

enough price

good lady by

the

then offered the plot to the

at the time.

The

Fathers, having

progress in acquiring a plot, ruefully accepted.

Francis

who

It

affected, so the

time in the heart of

site, this

convent, church and Fathers' house.

three and a half acres to the Fathers free,

care of her until her death.

new

Makupa. They foresaw the need for a large

which would house a school,

now

Road (now Haile Selasse Road)

Old Town. The mission plot was

Fathers immediately set about looking for a
the African Quarter around

set aside the large area

Mzee who was born

is still

living in

Makupa

in

Bura

in

1906 of Bagamoyo parents and

gives 1928 as the year of the deal.

He was one

of the Children of the Mission brought across town to clear enough land to

mark

the boundaries after the plot

catechumenate - we could call

- was

Raymond

it

had been surveyed for a new mission.

A

a continuation of the railway catechumenate

Bagamoyo

parents,

remembers

coming down from the Mombasa mission along with other boys

to clear the

started.

Bura: Catechism

class -

Salim, a grandson of

about 1904
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Mombasa Mission

whole compound and mark out the buildings under the supervision of Fr

Loogman and Br Savinus Van
Makupa was

originally called

Grootel. Another old-timer, Anton, adds that

Majengo Mission. Plans were drawn up

for a

church, Fathers' house, Sisters' house, school, dispensary, maternity, and
teachers' house. Brother Gustave, already

building of

mentioned

in

connection with the

Mombasa Church, joined the building team and work went

The mission of our Lady of Perpetual Help was

opened

on 28th May, Cardinal Hinsley, Papal Legate

the following year

formally blessed

officially

ahead.

in 1932,

and

to East Africa

At that moment it consisted of the church, four classrooms

it.

and three teachers' houses.
It

will

be noticed

the next five years

mission
of

was now

that as yet there

it

Fathers' residence at

Makupa. For

continued to be run from The Mission, as the

called.

Some of the

Makupa remembered by

O'Connor, Albert

was no

Vettiger,

Mombasa

Fathers associated with these early days

Wazee there are Frs Etienne Vogel, Patrick

the

Kevin Devenish, Desmond Connaughton, Colman

MacMahon, and finally, the first priest to live at Makupa - that was in 1937
- Fr Edward Lawless, still remembered today in Makupa as Fr Lawlessi.

Makupa grew from

strength to strength. Confirmation took place there for

the first time in 1936, giving the

saw Makupa

in festive

mood

new mission

for

its first

two church

boost.

dignitaries.

The year 1946

The

first

was

Archbishop David Matthew who had succeeded Cardinal Hinsley as
Apostolic Delegate. In a
wrote:

".

.

.

summary of

the first years of

Makupa, Fr Ryan

A most enthusiastic reception was given to the Apostolic Delegate.

For the occasion a special platform was erected and the grounds were adorned
with flags and bunting. Archbishop

Matthew

said

Mass and afterwards

received an address of welcome to which he replied in Swahili.

occasion

was

the formal visit of the

of Zanzibar, Bishop John

J.

.

."

The second

newly consecrated Vicar Apostolic

McCarthy.

We

are

told

that

he received

an enthusiastic welcome, "...with incense at the church door...", almost
equalling that given to Archbishop Matthew.

had

now

outstripped

Mombasa

We get the feeling that Makupa

in importance. It

had become the centre

of church activity for the "native" population, and the future centre of

missionary drive outwards from

Mombasa

Island.

WAA
Before pursuing Makupa's missionary output,

moment

to another area

where evangelisation
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we must

started

turn aside for a

from the Mombasa

Mombasa and Kwale

mission.

The missionary experience of

Holy Ghost Fathers

the Irish

in

Nigeria had, under the energetic influence of Bishop Joseph Shanahan,
highlighted the importance of education in the apostolate.

Kenya once the machinery got

the case in

From

going.

were

seen, catechumenates for the teaching of religion

then followed by what were called

which taught

The

the three R's.

It

had been

started.

first

we have

These were

step into further education for the

Mombasa was

to accept the running of

Waa, about ten miles from Mombasa on

built as a

as

start,

Shamba Schools or Elementary Schools

Catholic Church outside the island of
St George's School,

The same became

the

government school

in

the South Coast.

1927 with classes up

to Standard

Eight culminating in the final Preliminary Examination which opened the

way

few who scored

to secondary education for the lucky

The Mombasa mission took over
pupils from

it

sufficient marks.

1935 and eventually

the school in

secondary schools at Kabaa and

to the Catholic

sent

Mangu up

country.

The

first

headmaster was the energetic Fr Michael Witte

some time "bush whacking"
his association with

informal chats on the
to

Chonyi country, but who

is

better

spent

known

for

Kabaa High School and Taveta Technical School. He

was very keen on what he
proved

in

who had

called personality cult

many

and used

to give his pupils

aspects of character building. Waa, however,

be very unhealthy; being low lying (the Fathers' house - the

present headmistress' house

-

is built

on cement

mosquitoes, and the Fathers kept coming

of their admission to

Mombasa

stilts), it

down with

Hospital (then

was

malaria.

known

Hospital) gave rise to the story that a special "waa bed"

infested with

The frequency

as the

was kept

European

in readiness

for them!

The Government eventually agreed

new

St George's at

Mwabayanyundo, Giriama, and

transferred there. Frs Patrick

new

the pupils

would be

McCambridge and John Gannon undertook

the

building scheme and St George's Intermediate School, Giriama was

opened
level

to a proposal that the Fathers build a

in the early 1950's. In January

becoming

Province outside

1957

it

was promoted

to

secondary

the first Catholic secondary (high) school in the Coast

Mombasa Island.

days was fed principally from

St George's Secondary School in the early

Mombasa

coming from Makupa intermediate

intermediate schools, the majority

school.

Its first

headmaster was Fr Liam

O'Connor who had already become well known
nonsense educationalist, and

who

to this
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day

is

in

Mombasa

as a no-

remembered and thanked by

Mombasa

Mission

men who

hundreds of young

passed through his hands, and whose strong

He was

characters he helped to mould.
quiet, self-effacing Fr

many

ex-pupils.

by the completely contrasting

Odran Maguire, equally remembered and thanked by so

These two pioneers were followed by Frs Joseph Keena and

Gerard Hannan, and

gone

assisted

it

to their eternal

secondary schools

was

principally due to these early stalwarts

reward -

at the

became one of

that St George's

-

all

now

the leading

Coast.

MAKUPA SPREADS ITS WINGS - COASTAL SAFARIS
The modem expansion of

Mombasa

the missionary efforts, not only in and around

but also along the North and South Mainlands came, not from the

mother mission

situated in

what was

fast

becoming the commercial centre of the

town, but from Makupa, in the thickly populated African Quarter on the western
outskirts of the island.

for this

was

At

first,

progress was slow.

the lack of personnel.

mission, the Second World
missionaries in

Kenya were

the Allied countries and

Not long

War broke

out in 1939 and

as far

states

away

of the principal reasons

Makupa became

interned. Their places

from neutral

some of whom were posted

after

One

all

were

a residential

German and

filled

by

Italian

priests

from

such as the Irish Holy Ghost Fathers,

as Ethiopia.

It

was not

until

1945 that

expansion began to take place. In that year there were only five Catholic
missions at the Coast -

Mombasa, Makupa,

In the latter half of the forties, the

of Mombasa, establishing
revitalising old ones.

Lunga Lunga

new
-

Makupa

Waa

School.

Fathers started travelling out

elementary schools, catechumenates and

They covered

in the south

Bura, Giriama and

the coastline

from

Kilifi in the north to

a distance of over a hundred miles.

What an

undertaking for one mission! These catechumenates were established

mainly in the

sisal

and sugar plantations along the coast whose work forces

were recruited mostly from up country migrant workers. There were
permanent

catechists at these outstations

safaris lasting a

week or so

at a time,

and the Fathers went on regular

examining, encouraging, administering

the Sacraments and settling Shauris (disputes).

OUR LADY OF FATIMA - KONGOWEA
The
that of

first

of Makupa' s outstations to become a mission in

Kongowea.

Its

beginnings go back
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to

its

own right was

Fr Harry Byrne who, as parish

Mombasa and Kwale

Makupa

priest of

in 1954,

opened an elementary school on the Kisauni side

of Utange on the old Mombasa-Malindi Road.

A

small catechumenate

developed and Mass was said there from time to time. In the same year

Makupa undertook
Shimo

la

Tewa

another kind of catechumenate - that in the newly built

prison to which the prisoners from Fort Jesus and Kingorani

had been transferred. This catechumenate and the regular Masses proved, and

Cement Factory opened

continue to prove, to be a great success. Bamburi

in

1955 and a catechumenate was opened with Mass being said on alternate

Sundays

in the

Company's

Social Hall. In 1956 an elementary school and

catechumenate was opened nearer town

evenings and

Mass was

all this

A

for instruction in the

said every Sunday.
it

was

its

own

groundwork done from Makupa,after a few years

decided that the area from Tudor Creek to
parish.

came

of over a hundred children. Adults

roll call

With

at Kisauni. It flourished, boasting a

large plot at Kisauni

Mtwapa Creek deserved

Maweni was

acquired in 1959. The Kisauni

school was transferred to this plot and continued there in a makuti banda.

The

catechumenate thrived and Mass was said there every Sunday. In 1960

was

cut off

from Makupa, established as a mission

called

Kongowea

and dedicated to Our Lady of Fatima. Fr Sean O'Connell was appointed
charge.

Having run the mission from Makupa

residence there in December, 1961.

Lady of Fatima
over

all

the mission the

list

in

he took up

to begin with,

Parish: North and South Mainland.

the establishments previously in

had the following formidable
la

He gave

it

title of:

Our

The new mission took

Makupa's charge and Fr O'Connell

of outstations under his charge: Nyali,

Shimo

Tewa, Mtopanga, Famoni, Kikambala, Shauri Moyo, Mtongwe, Waa, Gazi

and Ramisi.

SACRED HEART, SHANZU
Over the next few

years, the outstations north of

Kongowea which

developed most were Utange and Bamburi. In the seventies the need for a

new

parish

which would develop these and go

and more urgent. Utange seemed
established there under Fr

Bamburi Factory north
boundary bordering

to

be the ideal place and a new parish was

Thomas McDonald
to

became more

further afield

in 1977. It stretched

Mtwapa Creek, and west

Kilifi District, its outstations

Tewa Secondary School and Shanzu Teachers'
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to

the

from the

municipal

being Bamburi, Shimo

Training College. This

la

left

Mombasa

Mission

Kongowea

free to develop

remaining principal outstations, Mtopanga and

its

Bombolulu. With Fr McDonald's transfer to Nairobi, the new parish found
itself "fatherless" for

almost two years.

in the persons of the

O'Rourke who kept
was

1978

living in

it

late Frs

Makupa came to the rescue, however,

Liam O'Connor, James Lynch and Noel

alive until the

appointment of Fr Thomas Barron,

obtained in 1980 and Fr Barron decided that

new

parish

was dedicated

Bamburi got a shot

own

its

arm when

in the

was now

Attention

Cement Company gave

the

directed towards

Mwakirunge. Kiembeni,
beginning

should become the

the

skirting

built

site for the

a church plot

Mass was

at

the mission

and dedicated to St Paul.

two new

- Kiembeni and

areas

Old Mombasa-Malindi Road, was

grow quickly as a middle class residential

to

was

Sacred Heart of Jesus. The outstation

to the

on which a stone church was

plot

it

small plot at Shanzu

A busy building programme followed and, when ready in 1983,

parish centre.
the

A

Bishop's house, Nyali.

at the

who

absence of

area. In the

houses. Later on

at first offered in parishioners'

permission was given to use a small plot on which a banda was built and which
is still

for

being used.

what

is

hoped

A new plot has been bought recently and plans are underway
to

be yet another parish.

Mwakirunge has an

interesting

history.

The Dr Bowen

previously in connection with the purchase of the

Makupa

referred to

plot bought a

twelve acre plot there in the early twenties. Shortly before he died in 1925 he

bequeathed
at the

Church. Mwakirunge

this plot to the Catholic

furthermost point of Tudor Creek and in those days

from Mombasa only by canoe. The

was

is

thinly populated

area,

on

and devoid of roads.

situated inland

was

accessible

the fringe of Giriama country,
existence faded

Its

from the

Mombasa Fathers until it was rediscovered in 1946 by the late
Fr Laurence Nugent. He had no difficulty in persuading the equally
adventuresome Fr Edmund Ryan to undertake the long canoe journey up the
Creek to see how things stood at Mwakirunge. They were given a warm
memory

of the

welcome by a few
that the land

Muslims. One of them, Fundi Juma, assured them

local

belonged

the coconuts planted

to the

on

Church, but according to a Miji

belonged

it

to the

who

person

himself. This friendly reception encouraged Fr

planted them, namely

Ryan

to

question of the legality of the Church's ownership of the plot.

Mombasa Municipal Land
according to

Dr Bowen 's

Office he

will but

registered in the Church's

was shown

was informed

follow up the

On

visiting the

the demarcation of the plot

that the land

name! Being informed
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Kenda custom,

that this

had never been

could be done on

Mombasa and Kwale

sum of twenty

the spot for the princely
the

money and

Another

shillings,

By

It

was not until the

when
was

that interest in the place

Government primary school had been

mission's dormant plot!

Fr Barron saw

that the place

and put up a few temporary buildings.

duka was the only Catholic

in

the

had

built... partly

on the

possibilities,

fenced

A Mtaita who ran the local

He offered to open a
now visited regularly from

vicinity.

catechumenate which soon took hold and

A

eighties

time roads were being laid down, the population was

this

increasing and a

had

It

of both Sisters and Brothers but had been

to congregations

Shanzu had become a well established parish

Shanzu.

gladly parted with

secured the legality of the ownership.

rejected as being unsuitable for their needs.

in the plot

Ryan

forty years or so passed before anything else happened.

been offered

revived.

Fr

is

sign of the growth and progress of the place can be seen in the

proud appearance of Mwakirunge Church Choir who sang a moving song
about the Crucifixion

at the

1989 Mombasa Catholic Choirs' Festival of

Church Music. Fr Ryan, who provided

summed

it

up

as follows:

the history of this

"The growth was unexpected, but

resembles the strong rapid growth of vegetation
of drought

is

ST MARY'S
With

little

in Africa

it

when

outpost has

was

real. It

a long period

followed by plentiful rainfall".

CHANGAMWE

the North and South Mainlands taken off

establishment

of

Kongowea, Makupa now turned

Changamwe, westwards

across the

hands with the

its

its

Makupa Causeway, an

attention

area which

to

was

beginning to experience a population explosion as factories and industrial

mushroom

plants began to

overnight. In 1956 a local

Muslim had given

permission for catechism classes to be given under a tree on a plot owned by

him near

Msikiti

Num. What humble

foresee the rate of growth of this

first

beginnings! Little did this good

small catechumenate, and

man

when the first

Mass was

said there in June of that year the size of the congregation

frightened

him

so

much

that

he began

to regret his offer.

However, the

expected withdrawal of his permission to use the plot was counterbalanced

by the approval of a

Mombasa

plot of five acres for a Catholic mission school

by the

Municipal Council - of which Fr William O'Neill was a member

and doubtless influenced the decision

in favour of the Catholic Church.

A

temporary banda was put up and passed for use by the authorities pending the
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building of a permanent school. This was built by Fr William Jenkinson in

1957 and was ready for use the following

A

year.

temporary makuti covered timber chapel was built and Fr James

Delaney began administering there from Makupa
confessions on Saturdays and

1960 and a

hastily constructed

as

from January 1957, with

Mass on Sundays. This

building collapsed in

makuti building with open sides and coconut

tree trunks for seats served as a chapel until the present church

was

built

by

Fr Michael Madigan. This was ready in 1963 and on September 16th St

Mary's Church, Changamwe became Makupa' s second offspring with Fr
Michael

J.

O'Connor

in charge.

MIRITINI

From Changamwe

the usual missionary policy

out feelers for catechumenates.

was

The

first

swung

into action

-

putting

development was northwards. Mass

week at Kwa Jomvu and catechism was taught in Miritini D.E.B.

said each

School. Miritini became a parish in 1985 thanks mainly to the efforts of Fr
Peter O' Toole

who had

previously been used to bush- whacking in the remote

areas of Taveta and the Tana River. Fr O' Toole quickly adapted to town

with

Makupa

as base

worked

tirelessly to build a fine

by Fr Michael Madigan, a veteran of over

complex.

life

and

He was joined

forty years experience in Taita,

Giriama and Makupa, and together they developed the large compound which
today houses a fine church, a nursery school, a sewing school and a Fathers'
residence.

MIKINDANI, CHAANI, BOMU.
About

this

time the small Christian communities began to take root in the

Mombasa parishes. Changamwe had three Jumuiya Ndogo Ndogo which grew
and developed so quickly and so

solidly that they

became

parishes in quick

succession. Mikindani had started as a Jumuiya in 1983 and got a tremendous

boost when the following year the Municipal Council gave the Church a plot
in the Site

and Service Scheme which was

community with the usual
available.

religious, educational

Fr Martin Keane, resident

developing the plot and became the
Catholic Church in 1986.

to turn

It

at

first

Mikindani into one big

and social

facilities to

Changamwe, was

responsible for

parish priest of St Matthias

became a beehive of activity and today
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a Youth Polytechnic (offering courses in carpentry, masonry, motor mechanics,

welding and fabrication), dispensary, nursery school, dressmaking school - and
at

present a fine church

is

under construction. Chaani had a similar

becoming a parish dedicated
1986.

It is still

being developed,

boarding school for

became a

to the

Holy Cross under Fr John Monteiro

its latest

Bomu, where

girls.

parish in 1987

a Jumuiya had been started in 1985
to the

after

Stephen was

by Fr Joseph Trainor who runs

it

from

Maryknoll Missionary

parish priest.

first

Bomu

offered in the local municipal school but in 1988
to St

in

addition being a private secondary

and was entrusted

Fathers with Fr Michael Callanan as the

and a church, dedicated

history,

started. In

At

first

acquired

1990

Mass was

its

own

Bomu was

his residence in Tudor.

As

plot,

looked

this

was

not a satisfactory arrangement, plans were underway in 1990 for a large church

and Father's house.

TUDOR
The next Makupa

outstation to

become

a stone's throw from the mother church.
as

Mombasa began

to

a mission

was

As mentioned

that of Tudor, only

in

an

earlier chapter,

grow, Tudor became a fashionable residential area for

Europeans, Indians and Goans. However, as the years went by the African
population there began to grow and a large group of municipal

flats

was

built

Makupa got a large plot on the edge of these flats,
built a primary school there and aptly named it Marycliff. Fr Patrick Leonard
overlooking Tudor Creek,

started

going there

in

1962 for Sunday Mass. About the same time another

was obtained nearer

plot

the centre of the residential area in

it

was

lying fallow, so to speak,

in a suitable spot,

and

after

ground. While

the

on

Kenya
its

feet,

it

was decided

more open

that

it

was not

some negotiations another plot was obtained from

Breweries. Fr James Delaney, having helped to put

took over Tudor and became the

first

parish priest

Changamwe

when

the

new

church was blessed and dedicated to St Joseph on November 1st 1973.

LIKONI-MTONGWE
It

will

be remembered

that

Makupa had

the south coast as well as those north of
visited

regularly,

possibilities of

that of

schools and catechumenates along

Mombasa. As these continued

Mtongwe began

to

to

be

show most progress and

development. Fr James Grennan built a school there and the
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catechumenate flourished. The

baptism there was recorded in 1963. In

first

who was

the early seventies Fr Michael Shanley

guestmaster

at St

He

Rest House, Shelly Beach, undertook to look after Mtongwe.
small chapel at

Base

at

Brendan's

also built a

Shikadabu along the coast road and visited the Kenya Navy

Mtongwe

as well as the National

Youth Service Quarters, Likoni. As

Likoni began to grow with the influx of migrant workers from up-country, a
plot

was acquired

was

built

and opened

Angelo Fantacci
Likoni

is

view

there with a
in

to

its

becoming the central mission. This

1976 and confided to the Consolata Fathers with Fr

as first parish priest of

dedicated to Our

Likoni-Mtongwe. The church

Lady of Consolata and has a

Mtongwe

nursery and dispensary. That at

is

dedicated to

at

fine social hall,

Our Lady of Mercy

and also has a nursery school, social hall and catechist's house. The Catholic

community

at the

Navy Base

is

attached to

The Kenya Catholic

Military

Vicariate.

KICHAKA SIMBA
Makupa's

Kwale
to

last

born parish

is

that of

Hills about fifty miles south of

be a settlement scheme in

around the Machakos

area,

this part

Kichaka Simba situated

Mombasa. On

learning that there

Fr William Jenkinson got a plot there in 1954

Wataita, obtained land so the whole area

their

was

started visiting the

south coast

felt the

safaris.

time had

As

be ordained for

met the people

new

was

come for it to become

Communion. They

said they

at

first

two diocesan

Mass

being

1966,

priests

there

started.

it

and

There

Mass with seventy receiving Holy

wanted a resident

camp

in the area grew,

visited the area, said

build the mission. Fr Alois returned for Easter
in his journal: "...with a

Fathers

as part of

On Palm Sunday

to discuss the possibility of a mission

were over a hundred present

The

Kichaka Simba

a mission.

Ngoma, one of the

Mombasa Diocese

Wakikuyu and

ripe for the harvest.

outstation at

and other catechumenates

it

Frs Byrne, Jenkinson and Alois
to

was

of Kwale principally for Wakamba from

before the settlers arrived. Later on others, particularly

from Makupa

in the cool

priest

and would help him

weekend armed,

bed, a table and a cupboard".

as he relates

The Journal

continues to describe the hardships of the early days but Fr Alois was
persistent and

when he

left in

1969

to

become Education Secretary he

left

behind him a thriving mission with more than twenty outstations.

With the founding of Kichaka Simba, Makupa got the long awaited breather
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it

deserved.

own home

It

retired gracefully

affairs.

With

from "churchbearing" and

the rapid population

settled

Makupa

Surely the final

had, and continues to have,

its

number of

in the

more than enough on

word about Makupa must be

missionary effort in the Diocese of

to

growth of Mombasa, particularly

around Makupa and Makande, and the corresponding growth
baptisms,

down

its

plate.

that its contribution to the

Mombasa had been beyond

estimation.

EXPANSION IN KWALE DISTRICT
NDAVAYA, KWALE SEMINARY AND KINANGO
Although further expansion

would seem
it

now and

in

Kwale

did not

come from Makupa,

this

to be the best place to deal with progress there rather than leave

The Fathers

return later.

at St

George's School, Waa, did not

confine themselves to the four walls of the classroom but on top of their

schoolwork

started

probing the inland

Duruma Country

along the

Mombasa-

Tanga Road which passed through Kwale and Kinango. They opened four or
five elementary schools in this thinly populated area, appointed resident

teachers, and visited
visited the area in

Ndavaya, and

in

them during school holidays. Archbishop McCarthy

1948 and decided

When

He chose

1950 Fr Leonard Peeters of the Dutch Province of the Holy

Ghost Fathers, previously working

was appointed

to establish a central mission.

in the District of

Morogoro, Tanzania,

as first Father in Charge.

St Mary's Junior Seminary

moved

to

Kwale Boma from Giriama

in

1960, Frs Edward Corcoran and Denis Blackledge, like the earlier Fathers in

Waa, looked around for
courthouse

at

They

apostolic work.

started saying

Mass

in the

Kinango, about half way between Kwale and Ndavaya. As had

happened elsewhere numbers increased and soon Kinango became a parish
its

own right,

from

each.

hospital
started

linking

It is

now

which was

up Ndavaya and Mariakani and taking some

in

outstations

a well established mission with a fine government run
built

Sunday Masses

at

by the Catholic Church. The seminary

Matuga and

at

Ukunda along

staff also

the coast, possible

future parishes.

MIVUMONI AND RAMISI
We mentioned that Kichaka Simba had over twenty outstations by
these,

Mivumoni was

the

first

to

become a
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Fr Patrick Cooke

who had made

Mivumoni took over

all

a

name

for himself as a builder while in Taita.

and opened more. That of Ramisi was the next
be remembered

that the

from Makupa from the

Simba

the coastal outstations belonging to Kichaka

workers

become independent.

to

The Ramisi Sugar Factory gave

start.

the

Church a

of thirty nine acres at Kanana, just beyond the factory on the main road.

church and house were built
officially

opened

in

there.

It

will

sugar factory there had been visited

in the

The mission was dedicated

1978 with Fr Diarmuid Casey

as

its first

to St

gift

A fine

Jude and

parish priest.

The

mission suffered a setback in numbers with the closure of the factory in 1989,
but with nineteen outstations to look after the Father there has enough to do.

TAITA - VOI

We

left

the

this century

However,
maturity.

as

Holy Ghost Missionaries

with no great progress to

we have

Bura, Taita, in the early years of

show

for their twenty years there.

had been sown and was waiting for

said, the seed

The only reference we have seen so

Mgange Nyika
started

at

higher up the

hills

far to

an outstation

is

to

from Bura. The Fathers, however, had

moving out from Bura among the

foothills

and had opened

catechumenates and schools where the three R's were taught. Adults started

coming

among

its

work grew

was becoming an important town, being

the junction

to the catechumenates. Interest in the

the Wataita. Voi

of the railway leading to Moshi. As
in the thirties, the
its

it

mission and

grew, the Fathers began visiting

employees. The church was dedicated to St Philomena and

was

offered there monthly.

A

plot for a school

own

at first

its

James Grennan

Voi mission then began

its

as its first parish priest.

own

and

outstations.

Sagalla, thanks to Fr

Two

of these have

Leonard Peeters

in

Mass

and Fathers' house was

obtained and Voi became a mission on

founding

it,

railway authorities built a small church there for the use of

officially in

1948 with Fr
to fan out

become missions

since

-

1965 and Mwatate, opened by Fr

Brian Eburn in 1974. Voi mission was also responsible for opening Voi

Harambee Secondary School with Fr Sean O'Connell

as

its first

headmaster.

TAVETA
From Bura an
from Voi

to

outstation

was

established at

Moshi. The Fathers then

Bura Station on the main road

moved westwards opening
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at

Maktau and Taveta. Taveta was beginning

some significance and

the

Laurence Nugent began

visiting

in the

to

grow

Bura Fathers turned
it

as a border

town of

their attention to

in the early forties saying

Mass

in a

it.

Fr

house

town. At that time the renowned Colonel Grogan of Cape to Cairo Race

fame owned huge

was converted
sisal estates

tracts

of land between Taita and Taveta,

into sisal plantations.

As

at the coast, the

much

of which

workers on these

were mostly from up-country and formed the nucleus of the Voi

catechumenate and school. There was no chapel, but Grogan gave the
Catholics a large store

- which

is still

used as a chapel today. Fr Madigan

approached Grogan for land and was given a plot of 500 acres
rocky outcrop a few miles from the town.

town became

its

outstation!

It

It

was dedicated

became

at

Eldoro, a

the mission site and the

to Christ the

King and

officially

recognised as a mission in 1949. Early on however, in 1946, a trade school

had been started

at

Eldoro. Colonel Grogan, practical

man

that

he was,

suggested to the Education Department that he was willing to finance a trade
school but the government showed no interest in the project. Grogan asked

Fr Madigan would the Catholic Church be interested and the answer was a
very definite "yes".

When

asked about the

initial

financing of the school,

Grogan's reply was a cheque for £1,000 which was more than enough to get
started.

Fr Witte

who had

experience of trade schools while in Nyeri during

the internment of the Italian Consolata Fathers there in

the first headmaster.

The

trade school

Gerard Whelan and Gerard Foley placed

good living as they passed through

First

Chapel built at Makupa

-

many

a young

their hands.

1932
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World War

II,

became

became well known and Frs

A

man on

Witte,

the road to a

change of policy

in the

Mombasa Mission

Education Department in the mid-sixties led

of the trade

to the closure

schools in favour of schools providing a purely arts orientated curriculum and

Eldoro became an ordinary secondary school with Fr Peter O' Toole as
first

All along, the need for a proper church in Taveta itself

and more so Fr Gerard Foley decided to build one, not
a

little

distance

away

was once more

among

was being

in the

town

felt

the local people, the

time to Timbila. Fr Foley wished to be more

Wa- Taveta,

care of the Apostles of Jesus, a

rather than based in the

town whose

in 1989.

young congregation which offered

As

It is

which they hope

site

its

the

is in

services

well as looking after Taveta and Eldoro,

they have a plot at Chumvini, about thirty kilometres from the
they have a four acre

but

Timbila. This he did in 1964, and the mission centre

at

shifted, this

Mombasa Diocese

more

itself,

Catholics were mostly from up-country. At present Timbila mission

to

its

headmaster.

will eventually

town where

become

a mission.

middle of a large irrigation scheme around which a population of

in the

about five thousand families has grown.

THE HILLS OF TAITA
The area above Bura
in

is

very often referred to simply as

our early history references to an outstation

at

The

Mgange and

Hills.

We

saw

the difficulties

the missionaries ran into there particularly over the question of the Taita

Dances. In the forties the Fathers from Bura opened a "second front"

and started moving up the

hills,

the thickly populated areas of

Wunangu,
routine.
safaris

At

visiting

them

- the mule. The

Murugua, Mwanda, Mgange, Choke and

was only one road

easier, the

stories

in

regularly, following the well established missionary

that time there

somewhat

opening schools and catechumenates

in the hills

and

to

make

their

Fathers turned to that sturdy sure-footed mount

still

in circulation about the

intrepid riders, particularly Frs

Bura mules and

their

Laurence Nugent and Thomas Roche, are

legion!

LUSHANGONI (NGAMBINYI)
As

the years went by and the

children increased

it

number of

became obvious

mission. In 1944 Chief John

that

Mwanyolo
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Catholics and school-attending

The

of

Hills

Mwanda

needed

its

own

central

location offered a five

Mombasa and Kwale

Ngambinyi

acre plot at

of the war years
until 1948.

The

it

to Fr

Peadar Kelly then

was impossible

first

in

charge of Bura. Because

to get materials, so building did not start

buildings consisted of classrooms and dormitories of a

and a mission house which were blessed by

fine intermediate school

He

Archbishop David Matthew, Apostolic Delegate.

how

school was a sign of
Taita.

He

flourishing

among

new

Wa

the

paid great compliments to the missionaries and thanked the local

people and Chief
church.

was

well the Church

said that the

Mwanyolo

in particular for their

The mission was dedicated

to

wonderful support of the

Our Lady of Mount Carmel and

new church was consecrated by Bishop John

its

McCarthy CSSp, Vicar

J.

Apostolic of Zanzibar, in October 1955. Immediately after the consecration
the

first

Mass

in

it

was offered by Fr Maurice Otunga, then Secretary

to the

Apostolic Delegate, Archbishop, later Cardinal, Knox. The mission proper
is

usually called Lushangoni

from a type of grass growing by a

river

which

runs through the plot.

Advances came rapidly from

on

this

became gripped with an enthusiasm

hitherto

schools, catechumenates and missions.

they themselves proposed

heads to the new

new

unknown and begged

Where

1960.

Mgange Dawida,

was an

outstation,

Churches sprang up
beautiful plot

government

a mere stone's throw from

became
at

Mwanda

Mgange Nyika

Mgange Nyika,

in

of which

the parish of the Sacred Heart soon after.

in the

headquarters.

A

middle of the town of Wundanyi, the
It

was dedicated

Eugene Butler CSSp

in

ceremony by the

Fr Isidore Onyango, the

late

at

at

Murugua, Kitumbi, Wanganga and Sagasa.

was acquired

district

new

and brought stones and sand on their

sites

The Church of the Holy Rosary went up

sites.

for

buildings were concerned,

and became an outstation of St Anne's new mission

it

The people

in the Taita Hills.

1966 and the

first

Mass was
first

to St Paul

by Bishop

offered there after the

Kenyan

for the Diocese of Mombasa. Fr Isidore, ordained in 1961,

priest ordained

was

also the first

diocesan priest to die, being tragically killed in a motor accident near Taru.

Also present

who was
from

at the

opening of the Wundanyi mission was Fr Alois

ordained in 1963

-

the second diocesan priest, and the first

Taita. It is interesting to note that the

from Taveta

Ngoma

trade school shortly before

it

church was built by students

was closed and reopened

as a

secondary school.

We

mentioned the enthusiasm with which the Taita people

Church both

spiritually

and materially.
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up the

of them were singled out for
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great honour by

Pope Paul VI who

Ecclesia et Pontifice Chief John
plot for

in

1965 decorated with the medal Pro

Mwanyolo of Mwanda who had given

the

Lushangoni mission, and another outstanding member of the

Mwanda Community,

Matthias Moka.

GIRIAMA: EARLY EXPANSION
And

so

we come

to the

last

of

Mombasa's mother churches -

St

Michael's,

Mwabayanyundo, Giriama. Let us

recall part of the journal entry

for Easter

Sunday 1907 "...When God deems

that the time of trial here has

been

sufficient, the Christianity

of St Michael's will also rise from the dust

to live the life of Jesus Christ". This time of trial lasted right into the

nineteen twenties until, thanks particularly to Frs Albert Vittiger and Patrick

was they who were responsible for

O'Connor, things began to brighten up.

It

the push to establish solid outstations.

By 1932

at

Tsakatune, Palakume, Katofeni, Muyuni,

visited these places

on

safaris lasting a

transport being rickshaws!
line

northwards from

O'Connor

also

Bamba and
week

lot

Ikanga.

of his time to the
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mode of

stretching out in a

the Wagiriama, Fr Patrick

Waduruma

Hunting for something for

Bura: first bell tower

The Fathers

at a time, their

Along with these outstations

Mwabayanyundo among

gave a

there were catechumenates

people around

the pot

Mombasa and Kwale

Samburu. Meanwhile nearer home, Mariakani was growing and a school
plot

was obtained beside the railway

teachers going there being

A NEW

township, the

first

from Mwabayanyundo.

START
who had been

Fr Vittiger,

home

left there for

looked after from

He was

Giriama was

Mombasa by

left

from 1914

a broken, sick

to 1932,

man and

died

without a resident priest and was

Frs Patrick O'Connor, Gerardus

Brouwer and

A startling heading appears in the Giriama Journal for

Desmond Connaughton.

27th February 1935 - the

was

in charge of Giriama mission

leave in April, 1932.

in Paris the following June.

journal

line right in the

first

kept. Startling,

entry since 28th April 1932, during which no

and presumptuous, perhaps,

in the light of

what we

have seen of the hardships attendant on the founding and growth of Giriama.
is

written

and who

by the undaunted Fr Michael Witte who came to reopen the mission,
started the

the mission.

wonder
that

It

Domini but

was not more

if it

he had

In nomine

. .

all

new

Journal with the words: "27th February, 1935

in

the answers.

nomine

He

we

as

read on through his journal

Wittel as

of

we

he seems to have considered

"...from

tells us:

start

now on

the memorising of

the prayers will be on the daily programme; a certain number, alas, need a

prolonged instruction
several don't even

in

order to

know

know the very minimum essentials of religion;

the Pater;

it is

a revelation of

how

little

Christianity

minded and kept a record

has advanced in Giriama". Fr Witte was

statistically

of numbers

worked out averages and so

at

and save

:

at

the Sacraments,

was kept meticulously. Like most of

days' rainfall

was tough!

Mass,

"...I

am

sick,

though on

my

feet...

November 1935 and

new chapter -

his last entry in the

alas too short

-

is

closed.

Each

the early missionaries, he

how

souls, save souls, save souls?" Fr Witte

on.

to get life into

was replaced

at

Giriama

Giriama

Journal reads as follows: "And so a
I

am glad

to say that I loved

Giriama

and was most optimistic about the mission's future under the motto Ora

Labora (pray and work). Lord, give Giriama soon a
gratiasl" Giriama

was not to receive

in

its first

Sisters'

Sisters'

et

community! Deo

community

until 1957.

FURTHER EXPANSION
Fr Witte's replacement was Fr Michael O'Connor whose opening entry in
the journal

bemoans

the fact that Fr Witte "...has taken cups, plates, knives
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and forks.

had neither food nor bed for

I

O'Connor was responsible
dominates the hillock

at

my

for building the fine

Mwabayanyundo. He

night in Giriama!" Fr

first

Church of

also

St Michael

which

opened a small dispensary

which met with immediate opposition from the local Anglican missionaries
at Kaloleni,

He was

who were

afraid of losing patients

also a great traveller

at this

It

will be noticed that this

Madunguni, Malindi, Marafa and

in

was an inland

route, the reason being that

time the coastal belt was being looked after from Makupa. Another

great traveller in this country a

was the

little later

Tana River fame who did trojan work
bad

their St Luke's Hospital.

and pushed further north from Bamba and

Ikanga already mentioned, taking

Gongoni.

from

Fr Laurence Nugent of

late

Giriama country in

in

spite of continual

health.

In spite of this drive outwards from the mission, St Michael's itself

continued to suffer from

O'Connor

original malaise.

At the beginning of 1936 Fr

"The people evidently do not

writes:

will follow to

its

some extent

if

forced; they

come

to

get their wages for the previous week's work!"
the Rice Christians of China. In

like school or religion but

Mass on Sundays

really to

Again our minds go back

November 1936, Fr

to

Patrick (Pa) Wallis, a

longstanding friend of Fr O'Connor's from their days together in Morogoro,
"...paid a

visit.

He was

rather surprised to see a mission of thirty years

standing so poor both spiritually and materially on the East Coast". But

not whip a dead horse. Let us turn
rest

of Kilifi

District, a

now

progress due

to the progress

the birth pangs of the mother mission at

us

of the Church in the

we can be

no small measure,

in

let

sure, to

Mwabayanyundo.

MAR1AKANI - TARU
We have seen that in Mariakani a plot had been acquired beside the railway
line

and a primary school

nursed Mariakani

Miguel de

Sa.

A

in the early

new and

was veteran Fr Jacques Horber who

started. It

days, followed

larger plot

by Fr Enda Connolly and Fr

was acquired

at the fringe

and a church, Fathers' house and Sisters' house built on
a school plot had been acquired at Mariakani early on.
it

was

felt

it

it.

As

We

of the town

have seen that

the township

grew

merited a mission, so a large section of country hitherto under

Giriama was cut

off in

1952 and given

after the area stretching

to the

new mission which now looked

roughly from Mazeras to

McKinnon Road. Of

the

Mariakani outstations, that which seemed most likely to develop was Taru, so
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1969 a church and residence having been

in

built,

became a mission.

it

team of Yugoslav roadbuilders engaged en the Mombasa-Nairobi Road
a fine

complex of buildings near the mission.

When they

a private school under the direction of the Loreto Sisters, who,

of personnel could not staff

Governors. Taru mission
Societe Auxiliaire

Des

it,

is at

were forced

to

hand

manned by

present

it

built

became

the site

left,

A

owing

to lack

over to a lay Board of

a priest belonging to the

Missions.

MALINDI
Malindi's

connection with the Catholic Church goes back to the

Portuguese times. With the end of the Portuguese presence in East Africa the

Church died there and

all that

Chapel and the Vasco da
the

Gama Pillar. When de Courmont and Le Roy

Malindi area in the

Christianity in the area.

remained in Malindi was the small Portuguese

late

eighteen eighties, there was no

visited

sign of

As mentioned above, Fr Michael O'Connor made

When he
there. On his

Malindi one of his chain of outstations from Giriama mission.
visited
visits

Malindi

first,

he found a number of Goan Catholics

he stayed in one of their houses and that

is

where Mass was

first said.

After Fr O'Connor, Fr John Flavin used to visit Malindi from Giriama and Fr

Edmund Ryan

likewise visited

present mission plot

it

from Makupa. Through Fr Flavin the

was obtained and a fund

Goan community got under way

for

Gannon

of

built the

house

there, lack

size with the result that the

raising

money
money

campaign among the

to build a church.

forcing

him

to

Fr John

economise on

house was far too small for future needs.

Malindi Catholic mission, dedicated to St Anthony, was recognised by the

Holy Ghost Mother House

in 1950,

but the

resident priest there, Fr

first

Laurence Nugent, did not take up residence until October 1953. His journal
opens as follows: "October 19th 1953:
holiday bus. Sounds magnificent, but

holiday although

I

needed one.

swallowing was painful and
illness. ."
.

He was

I

My

difficult. I

Mombasa

I left

1.30 p.m. on a

at

did not feel like one going on a
throat

was

as

was raw with ulcers and

weak

as a kitten after

given a loan of a lamp and a mattress, and

".

up a shake-down in the Fathers' House

I

went over

a slow and painful meal after which

I

was presented with a

shillings".

to Brady's

The next day he made an arrangement with

Eden Rock Hotel who

"...has agreed to let
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me

have

.

my

long

.after fixing

Hotel and had
bill for five

a Miss Crosbie of the

all

my

meals there free

Mombasa Mission

until

such time as

I

was ready

to

cook for myself. His

first

Sunday Mass had

a congregation of 170 people and brought in a collection of 25 shillings and

40

cents.

Such were the humble beginnings of Malindi mission under the

saintly Fr

Nugent. His journal continues to describe the hardships of the early days and
the lack of

(Archbishop

So did

the

money

from Fr Doody

"...a letter

McCarthy) only agrees

J.J.

Church begin

in poverty.

.

.

to

60

stating that

shillings a

His Grace

month for Malindi.

so proceed Malindi! Malindi, famed of

poets and history and holiday folders, starts on 60 shillings a month. St

Francis Xavier

who

prayed on

Madunguni, one of the Giriama

its

beaches, pray for us!"

outstations,

A new

addition,

now came under Malindi and we

begin to get references to more schools and catechumenates such as

Kakuyuni, and many others.

KILIFI

It

be remembered

will

Kongowea, who

that

started schools

Malindi was established

it

was the Fathers from Makupa and

it

and catechumenates

took Kilifi under

its

in the Kilifi area.

wing. Fr

later

When

Liam O'Connor

succeeded in obtaining the present mission plot in 1962 which was leased to
the

Church for the price of one pepper corn! The Church was dedicated

Patrick

and the mission recognised

took over as
Fathers'

first

its

parish priest.

in

1965 when Fr Eamonn McSweeney

He

lived at Malindi at first until the

house was ready. After many years of missionary

and Makupa, Fr McSweeney threw himself into the work

remembered
basis.

He

in its

many

to St

activity in Taita

at Kilifi

outstations for his tireless visitation

and

will

be

on a regular

spent a total of sixteen years there ending with handing over the

mission to the Maryknoll Fathers in 1981.

The Maryknolls have been

in

charge of Kilifi ever since, working as a team of Fathers and Brothers.

MARAFA
We saw that Fr Michael O'Connor's travels from Giriama had brought him
as far as Marafa,

some twenty

established a small school.

Diocese of

Mombasa and

making pastoral

visits to

five miles north of Malindi

When

staying at Malindi with Fr

Marafa

where he had

Fr John Correia, a priest ordained for the

in the sixties,
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he found

started

that the school

had

Mombasa and Kwale

collapsed and

all

Marafa could stand on
parish priest.

which

is still

He

its

own, and

in

1972 Fr James Lynch became the

first

mud

being used today. Fr Gerard Foley spent

who

it

and wattle church

some time

at

Marafa

left

Marafa for Shimba

projects folded up. Malindi

outstation until the

once again had

Mary knoll

some of

in 1987. Frs

Ronald

their first task to repair the

church

it

state.

were revived, new outstations opened with

adult

new

catechumenates, with the result that Marafa got a

lease of

Donnelly was replaced by Fr James Roy, who looked after Marafa

when he was

appointed to Kilifi, and

more come under

his

which had fallen into a sorry

the rental houses

agricultural projects

Fr

looking after Marafa as an

to start

Fathers accepted to run
it

When

was not replaced and

Hills in 1981 he

Green and Thomas Donnelly made
building and

as

believed in developing a spirit of self reliance

the people with emphasis on agriculture and rental housing.

Darragh

The

that

cement block house and a

built a

did Fr Anthony Darragh

among

was decided

had ceased. In time,

pastoral activity

at the

life.

until

Fr

1990

time of writing Marafa has once

the care of Malindi.

CHONYI
Chonyi country
to

in the Kilifi hinterland did not originally

do with Giriama.

had

have anything

Makupa had as outstations there — Vevesi, which they

to leave because of the opposition of the local witchdoctors,

and Bandarasalama.

It

was Fr Laurence Nugent who

Chonyi from Giriama and

it

he

is

who can be

regarded as the founding

which

father of St Teresa of the Child of Jesus mission

independent of Giriama with Fr Brian Carey as the

Thomas Roche who had
building

programme

Giriama, in the

for

spent

many

first

and

later

later

became

resident priest. Fr

years in Taita, started an ambitious

Chonyi country while parish

late fifties

Kizingo

first started visiting

on

priest of St Michael's,

as parish priest of St Teresa's,

Bandarasalama. Although Kizingo had been the

first

place visited by Fr

Nugent, Bandarasalama became the mission centre with Kizingo an
outstation along with others at Chije, Dindiri,

Kolongoni and Chasimba

of which got good buildings under Fr Roche's watchful eye.

all

Many Holy

Ghost Fathers have been associated with Chonyi, but the longest serving
priest

there

has been Fr Miguel de Sa, a diocesan priest from the

Archdiocese of Goa who has given
Coast Missions and

(in

1990) was

thirty years

still
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active.

of his priestly

life to

the

Mombasa

Mission

K1KAMBALA
While
hills

in charge of

Chonyi, Fr Roche travelled over the ridge of low lying

which separate Chonyi from the coast and saw

promising area for development.

A

plot

Kikambala was a

that

had already been acquired there by

Fr Madigan from Makupa in 1962 and a primary school had been

Roche began
a mission on

visiting
it

it

from Chonyi and decided

own. He

built a church

Church, Kikambala came into being

it

built.

Fr

could become viable as

and small house, and St Francis
in

1974.

From

it

the

following

outstations have been developed, each having a well built church or small

chapel: Vipingo,

Kireme/Bomani and Barani.

BAMBA
The

last outstation

of Giriama to

become a mission was Bamba, one of the

From 1968 on one of the Fathers from Giriama started going
for a few days at a time - notably Frs Michael Keating, John Power and

earliest ones.

there

Diarmuid Casey.

It

became a parish

in

1971 and Fr Keating took over as

parish priest. Such former outstations of Giriama as Viragoni, Palakumi,

Vitengeni

now came under

the care of Bamba.

very arid part of the country and

was no

resident priest there

is

Bamba

is

in the middle of a

a particularly hard mission. In 1990 there

once again but was

visited

from Giriama then run

by a member of the Congregation of the Apostles of Jesus.

And

so

we come to the end

from the humble and

The poverty of

difficult

the land

of our grand tour of the missions which sprang
beginnings of St Michael's, Mwabayanyundo.

and therefore of the people, the unwelcoming

climate, the age-old traditions of the Mijikenda people all militate against a
rich

and

plentiful harvest. Yet, like St Paul,

it

behoves the

priest,

be he

missionary or local diocesan, to preach Christ in season, out of season
all

come

to the

knowledge of the One True God. That

still

until

goes on.

RETURN TO THE TANA RIVER
We left our account of the first ill-fated attempt to establish a mission on the
Tana River with the abandoning of the
deaths of Fr Charles

make

project, the return to

Zanzibar and the

Gommenginger and Brother Acheul Dreyer there.

a second attempt to found a Tana River Mission were
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1914 but
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with the outbreak of the war they

The war was

came

to nothing

carried to East Africa and as

East Africa were from Alsace, then

many

German

due

to the lack of personnel.

of the missionaries in British

territory,

they were interned.

Since the initiative for the final and successful attempt at Catholic

missionary activity in the Tana River area
Methodists,

came from

useful to have a look at the history of the Protestant missions

it is

there. This history presents us with a

see-saw

between the German

affair

Lutherans of the Neukirchen with their headquarters
protection of the

whose

principal

Methodists had

German Consular Agency
missions were

come

England

instigated in

a delegation of

at

Ngao

in response to a plea

in the 1860's

there,

Witu under the

at

and the British Methodists

originally,

and Golbanti. The

from the Galla

for

God Movement

by two Methodist pioneers, Rev. Wakeman

and Rev. New. There were also Swedish Lutherans

at

Kulesa

but,

when

their

mission was destroyed in an attack by Somalis, they withdrew from the Tana

German

River completely. Later on the Methodists withdrew and the

Neukirchen Lutherans had the

War sounded the

field to

themselves until 1914. The First World

death knell for them through internment and after the war the

Methodists once again appeared and started building up the missions which had
fallen into disuse.

Nothing daunted, however, the determined Germans returned

and became more numerous than the Methodists. This was
held centre stage
in the

All

till

the

Tana once and
was not rosy

Second World War put an end

for

all,

(not until 1951

1927 and they

German presence

and the Methodists took over again.

in the Methodist garden, however.

The constant coming and

going of British missionaries from their headquarters

Mombasa

to the

in

was

it

at

Ribe, far

away near

agreed that the Tana River Church should be

administered from Ngao); complaints about the lack of financial support for
local pastors

and the poor condition of mission schools - such problems sowed

the seeds of discontent

among

the faithful. In 1954,

two

villages,

Wema

and

Wenje, revolted and approached the Christian Council of Kenya, forerunner of
the present National Christian Council of Kenya, to send

missionaries

was

from another denomination. They were

them Protestant

told that the

entrusted to the Methodists and the Methodists alone.

Tana River

As a last resort,

turned to the Catholic Church in spite of their traditional distrust of the

who follow
In 1954
Catholics.

the

they

Romans

"woman".

Ananiah Theophile from

Wema

Unknowingly he bypassed

was

sent as an envoy to invite the

the infant mission at Malindi

where Fr

Laurence Nugent was stationed and travelled to St Michael's, Giriama via
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THE FIRST HOLY GHOST FATHERS TO DIE IN MOMBASA
1909, died of blackwater fever

Fr. Felix Boule,

Fr.

Joseph Loos 1913, died ofsnakebite
,

Mombasa. Undeterred

at finding the

safari,

and learning

circuit

and presented himself

that there

journal: "19.6.1954:

Father at Giriama away on a few days'

was a priest
to Fr

at Malindi,

Theophile completed the

Laurence Nugent.

We

read in Fr Nugent's

A member of the Pokomo tribe called today

from the people of Wema asking

for the Catholic mission to

come

with a

letter

in the

name

HOLY GHOST FATHERS BURIED AT GIRIAMA
L.

-

R Frs Frank

only),

Whitney, Joseph Loos, Felix Boule, Laurence Nugent,

Fr Redmond

is

Hugh Redmond

buried at Suez where he died on journey home. Not in photo:
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Fr.

(headstone

Jacques Horber.
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of Christ and take charge of their spiritual needs". Three days

later

he writes

Archbishop McCarthy, dropping into Malindi for a few days and being

that

given the

letter to

read announced solemnly:

"Go and

them". The arrival of the request from the people

seemed

blessing on the project

at

Wema

manna from heaven

like

"seems

to

do

for

and His Grace's

to Fr Laurence. "All

about the difficulty of opening a mission amongst the

this talk

writes,

see what you can

Wapokomo", he

have been in vain - now the door has opened of

own

its

accord".

On

July 5th Fr Laurence paid his

first visit

Wema. His

to

entry

from

the

Malindi Journal reads like a passage from the Acts of the Apostles describing

one of St Paul's journeys. "A Public Works Department lorry picked

some boys, myself and a

early and took

there

safari kit to Garsen...

by Ananiah Theophile, Sylvanus, Matalisa, headman of the

Twonane. They quickly

set to transferring everything

as they call their long dug-outs.

eight miles

we had

by road,

to

The
go

river

As we went slowly along

the water

people were saved by water and so

eight

salvation

is

coming

people - Noah and

to

the

new church

will

"The Totos and
their

hymns

mau, with the

be seen by

all

lorry to the

in order to get to

now opening

their doors to

are saved

is

by water

in Peter: 3:20).

mau,

Wema,
Rome.

straight for the village

and so

Wema means good and
safe. Let's

hope

that

a good and safe refuge.

on

said the rosary continually

result that

and

water (actually the reference to the

Salama which means

as

in baptism,

the journey.

The

About half an hour's journey from Wema, Ananiah

. . .

made

out and

I

we

family -

peculiarly, too, the location is called

village,

thought of the words of St Paul that eight

Wapokomo by

his

were met

slowly up the river thinking great

sailing

I

from the

was up, and

thoughts that here were the Wapokomo...

now

We

me up

on foot which

when we reached Wema

is

much

elders sang

left

the dug-

quicker than by

the populace, men,

women

and children, lined the riverbank singing hymns in greeting. The crucifix from
the

Mass

kit

was on top of

the baggage.

.

.

it

quickly caught their eye, and

though they had never seen one before they readily recognised Bwana Yesu. So,
taking the crucifix in
village

my hands I landed on the mud wharf and proceeded to the

accompanied by the people who kept on singing hymns".

Fr Nugent was keen to say Mass on the very day of his arrival but the only
building large enough

He was

was

the former church used for the Methodist services.

not happy about saying

had been
material

built

by the

Mass

there but

was won over by

villagers themselves without

from any mission", thus making
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it

the fact that

it

any help "financial or

neutral territory, and

moreover

Mombasa

".

.

Mission

.the elders

me

gave

to

understand that

the villagers were

all

and clamoured loudly that the service should be held

His next entry

it.

invite the Catholics
to report the

is

at

Mass

or the reaction

his surprise to learn that the decision to

had not been unanimous and

group had

that a

for

left

Ngao

matter to the Methodists there, the biggest complaint being that the

Methodist Church had been used by the
the authorities at

became

Catholic

in their church". Strangely

enough, Fr Nugent gives no account of the attendance
of the people to

now

Romans

Ngao. This turned out

without any consultation with

be a major issue and Fr Nugent

to

the object of written and verbal tirades.

Bastion wrote to Fr Nugent telling

him

From Ngao Reverend Mr

that "...never in his long missionary

come

across such an impertinent action as mine, calling on a

village of dissidents

and trouble makers before consulting with Ngao mission

career had he

and using

their

church for

Laurence came under

annoyed with

me

fire

my

'Baraza'".

To make

matters worse, poor Fr

from Archbishop McCarthy "...who

said

Kipini, a Catholic, however, stood

building belonged to the people.
in the area stating that if

any

up for Fr Laurence and said

that the

were to build

Catholics had already decided to build their

own

.mosquitoes are going to be troublesome here, but

with proper precautions

Wema.

It

will

it

ought

to

always be possible

passes a few yards

away

to

be possible to

own. The

the

Wema

a good

it

if

live

site

the house

is

although
built well

comfortably enough

at

have a good shamba (farm), and the river

so water ought to be

no

lived to hear of the devastation of

Wema during

probably have retracted those

few words.

last

their

if all

church which they did on

a plot donated to the mission. Fr Nugent thought
.

chiefs

over completely to the Catholic

village turned

villagers did not turn, then the Catholics

at

church

He further sent a circular letter to all the

Church, then the village church belonged to the Catholics; however,

".

he was

about using the church". The District Commissioner

difficulty". If

Fr Laurence had

the floods of 1961, he

would

A CALL FROM WENJE - THE GOOD NEWS SPREADS
Fr Nugent remarks that he heard one of the
Catholic faith in these words: Hii ndiyo dini
loosely translated:

Wema

.

the

Word

spread and in

fifty

miles upstream

Rome to take over their village". Fr Nugent had left on a safari
Mau Mau Camps at Hola and Lamu and it was not until the

.asking for

to visit the

sum up

sawa sawa, which could be

"This religion has the goods!"

September a delegation came from Wenje, a village
".

villagers
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Wema.

following month that he got the message on his return to

remembered

that during this time,

meant that he was,

in spite of

ill

Fr Nugent was resident

have a mission here
supporters of
site

for a

Rome.

A

last

Wema. We ought

few have held back but they are causing no

The next entry

trouble.

is

that of Fr

is

that of

Edmund Ryan who was

appointed to Malindi after Fr Nugent's death on October 24th 1955.
reason

is

to

chosen".

entry in his journal for Malindi mission

6th 1954.

visited

The chief and people have become staunch

new church and house was

Fr Nugent's

December

also.

He

Ananiah and Sylvanus.

a dry and healthy village in comparison with

"...It is

A

the faithful

Malindi which

on the go.

health, constantly

Wenje on October 13th bringing with him

at

must be

It

No

given for the lacuna, but he was probably unable to write due to his

He was

failing health leading to exhaustion.

week before he

died, suffering

from a

Mombasa

Hospital a

He seemed

to rally in

brought to

liver infection.

morning of the 25th he suffered from a

hospital but in the early hours of the

haemorrhage and died. Fr Ryan takes up the journal describing Fr Laurence's
last illness

and death with the words:

calm and holy He

left

".

It is

.Fr

Nugent's death, like his

life,

was

behind him a reputation for simplicity, gentleness, zeal

and holiness. Because of his austere
malnutrition.

.

true that very

few

life

some claimed

that he died

from

signs of comfort were to be found in his

small, badly furnished house".

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
Fr

Edmund Ryan

Journal: "Fr
District.

pays the following tribute to Fr Nugent in the Malindi

Nugent was solely responsible

This entry was a great achievement".

apostle of the

Tana River, then Fr Ryan can

for entering the
If

Tana River

Fr Nugent can be called the

certainly be called his co-apostle.

Fr Ryan with characteristic zest and zeal, took up the reins, and for the next
ten years looked after the

Wapokomo. From 1955

and Wenje regularly from Malindi, as well as
arrived

back from home leave

as the first parish priest of

received a great

in

to

1959 he visited

Lamu

November 1958 and was

Wema. He

welcome from the

arrived there on

villagers.

He

Wema

and Hola. Fr Ryan
the obvious choice

December

10th and

got a shock, however,

when

he saw the condition of his house! In his Tana River Journal he writes: "The

house which was under construction depending on the distant control of the
Procurator at

Mombasa was

very unfinished.
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What was

built

was imperfectly

Mombasa

Mission

Father's house

done.

A

early this century at

-

Giriama Catholic Mission: Mwabayanyundo

low mixture of cement with the

Cracked floors which were dug up had yet

to

not erected. Plumbing and mosquito proofing of the house

And

sand was used.

inferior local

be replaced. The water tank was
is still

unfinished".

so, finding himself in conditions reminiscent of the early pioneers, Fr

Ryan returned

to

Mombasa

to report

on them.

That was not the end of his woes.

A

whole chapter could be devoted

to

what he went through during the floods of 1961. He has written an account
of his experiences from which

we

give a few quotations:

God's mercy and providence which the

them with a strong support

miles

.

.the

firm

Wapokomo possessed was

in the disastrous

memory

and surpassed anything that living

".

trust in

to provide

deluge that began in September

could

and miles of countryside were under

recall.

In less than a week,

water.

Ten

submerged and thousands were homeless. Thirteen people perished
race before the

oncoming waters.

.

.

were

villages

in the

There was a short respite with the waters

receding slightly; food was being dropped from R.A.F. planes, and the
children were thriving... soon, however, warnings of

coming over the

radio.

48" of rain had fallen

.

.

the

in a

November

month

in

more floods were

short rains were beginning, and over

Meru, one of the catchment areas of the

Tana... the river at Garissa had risen to ten inches higher than the normal

flood level.
traffic

.

.

it

was

realised that the mission

for at least six months...

only permanent highway here

how one
is

the
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would be cut off from

all

motor

sighs for a river launch since the

Tana River..."

A

river launch

was

Mombasa and Kwale

St.

Michael's Church, Giriama:

1936/37

supplied by the Government during the lesser floods of 1962, and eventually
the mission obtained

its

own

launch.

"Wema's grimmest ordeal began
rise

and

local

showers increased

than half an acre of dry land

were islands

in the water. I

all

was dangerously high and

with

little

morning dawned.

mid-November. The

round and the Fathers' and

that the

off.

it

at

adequately sealed off.

served as

oil for

It

work by

was

Someone

and dance

"I

that

this

time

was awakened

we

the entire village, the breaches

act in a similar fashion.

way

could

all

The following
it

seemed

at 2.45.

out attempt

when

of day. After about

first light

to

were

My

.

.

A

as the

rugby pack or

work approaches

harmonious singing and hand-

Baba

as they pass the dripping sods... the

once more and

houses

the verandah in the dark just before

intones the chorus: Mali ya

hilarious conclusion...

Sisters'

excellent teamwork... clamour and shouting

a successful end, the shouting gives
clapping.

all

the smooth working of the machine.

huntsmen crying'Tally Ho"

to

out since 2.00 a.m. trying

They would make an

dawn, watching the skies for a hint of the
four hours of magnificent

had begun

4.00 a.m. by the news that the

men were

remember waiting on

I

river

frequency and strength... there was less

was awakened

river

success to seal

in

in

.

.

.the

women swing

work speeds

rapidly to a

night the waters breached the banks

as if the

callers

whole

village

were on

stand together until the end.

their

would be destroyed.

way

to the Sisters so

Once again

the villagers

repeated the work of stemming the water and barely succeeded... All that
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week was

School,

Mombasa

a trying period; there were the restless nights, the frequent

showers, the ebb and flow of the water level... Things have improved

although the levels are
soiled with

brown

once more. As

I

still

high, they are receding,

Oozing squelching

silt.

write,

two people

mud

is

showing shrubs and grass

welcome under our

trust the

worst

is

feet

glide smoothly through the long grass

punting their fast moving canoe in view of the house. The sun
I

now

is

shining, and

over".

Doubtless during this long ordeal, more was to follow in 1962, Fr Ryan's

Saint Mary's Seminary, Kwale

-

I960
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thoughts must have often turned to his fellow Holy Ghost pioneers, Fr

Gommenginger and Brother Acheul who
previously at the treachery of the Tana.

suffered even worse seventy years

The firm

providence which Fr Ryan attributes to the

trust in

God's mercy and

Wapokomo was

shared by

himself.

Having weathered the storm, both physically and
like the

phoenix

to a

new

life.

And

that life begot further

another village became Catholic and renamed
Shifta
in

menace,

spiritually,

itself

Wema had to be closed temporarily in

1976 the Holy Ghost Fathers

first

welcomed members

built

Wema

life.

In

Emmaus. Owing
1964, but

1965 when Garsen and Hola became outstations.

until

new

up the Church

Work

rose

1962
to the

was reopened

progressed and

in that area

which had

of their congregation. In 1976 the Holy Ghost

Fathers were called on to hand over their hard- won Tana River mission to the
care of another missionary group. That year the Prefecture of Garissa

up and confided

became a diocese

in

was

1984 and, as

is

the case in

all

of Kenya's eighteen

dioceses in 1990, continues to grow.

SOURCES
Malindi Journal

Tana River Journal
Makupa, Kichaka Simba and Malindi Journals
Notes provided by Frs

Edmund Ryan CSSp and Thomas Roche CSSp

Notes on the 1961-62 Floods by Fr

set

Capuchin Fathers from Malta. Garissa

to the care of the

Edmund Ryan CSSp
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CHAPTER VI
Co-workers - The Missionary

Sisters

Mombasa Mission

MARY

THE DAUGHTERS OF

From the beginning of Christianity there have been many women like those
of the Gospel who, in their role of religious

sisters,

have ministered to the

community. The Holy Ghost Fathers saw from the
contribution Sisters could

to the

missionary effort particularly in the

medicine, education and social work. The Congregation of Holy

fields of

Ghost Sisters was founded
history.

make

Coming

in

France in the early years of the Congregation's

nearer to Africa, Fr Frederick

le

Vavasseur founded the

Congregation of the Daughters of Mary on the island of Reunion.
little

immense

the

start

When

the

pioneering band under Fr Fava landed in Zanzibar on Christmas Eve

members of this congregation

1860, there were six

warm welcome given them by Said Majid,
from the mission for a
apostolic zeal

Courmont

Thanks

to the

the Sisters were given a separate plot

hospital. This hospital

became famous because of

and professional excellence of the

started looking for a foothold in

McKinnon, head of the Imperial

in the group.

When Monsignor

sisters.

Mombasa, he suggested

British East Africa

to

Company

the

de

George

that the

Daughters of Mary could open a hospital on the island. Being informed that the

Company intended building its own hospital, de Courmont promptly offered the
work

Sisters to

who

in

it.

His appeal was backed up by the Governor of Zanzibar

lavished praise on the Fathers of the French mission and the Sisters'

devotion to the sick.

When Mombasa mission was established the Daughters of

Mary came and worked

SISTERS

hospital.

OF SAINT JOSEPH OF CLUNY

The Daughters of Mary
is

government

in the

left

Mombasa in

1

897.

No reason for their departure

given in the journals. They were replaced by the Sisters of Saint Joseph of

Cluny, another group of nursing Sisters.
seafront.

It still

They built their own hospital along the

exists today as the administration block of

Mombasa Hospital,

and the casuarina trees they planted along the ocean front add to the beautiful

view from the present hospital verandahs. The Saint Joseph of Cluny
left

Mombasa

inability to

the

in 1914, the reason for their departure being

supply sufficient English speaking

given as their

The General Bulletin of

Holy Ghost Fathers remarks: "...we then knocked on the doors of different

congregations of Sisters,
of

Sisters.

Sisters

whom felt they

were

all

of

whom were full of good will and zeal, but none

suited to the

work we proposed
88

to them".
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CONGREGATION OF THE PRECIOUS BLOOD
While the Cluny
Sisters
first

Sisters

were

Mombasa two

in

still

had arrived - this time principally

were those of the Congregation of

other congregations of

for the field of girls' education.

The

the Precious Blood, the pioneering

who came from German

contingent being composed of Srs Virginia

East

Africa, Lamberta and Hermenegildis who came out fresh from Germany.

This was in February 1909 and their
report, their assignment

garden". Sr Lamberta

was

was

first

mission was Bura, Taita where, they

"...to teach, aid the sick

and work

became somewhat of a legend among

"...a zealous missionary, teacher

in

house and

the Wataita. She

and nurse giving religious instructions

and preparing catechumens for the reception of the Sacraments. She also
climbed up and down the steep Taita Hills

making personal contact with
died on Christmas

Day

visiting the sick in their

She wore

the people around".

homes and

herself out and

1910. She was buried near a huge tree

away from

the

Sisters' house, but apparently did not like her final resting place. Tradition

has

it

that she appeared to the Vicar Apostolic

and asked him

reburied beside the house.

Her request was granted

Monsignor

it is

alone, although

between the

British

war in Europe,

Taita

and the Germans. The

The

result

was

that the Sisters

was hoping

were marched

activities

Sisters

Mombasa

left

the

of the

Sisters.

Soon

carrying deadly diseases to which

falsely accused of

hold of the mission land.

to get
to

were

said that their accuser, a

It is

Mombasa. "Worn

we

of water and food, burning heat and biting insects",
at

which she

- Taveta became a battleground

harbouring German escapees in the convent.
Protestant missionary in Taita,

have her

said she appeared to others as well.

World War I sadly interrupted the missionary
after the outbreak of the

after

to

all

out by lack

are told, "they arrived

three of

them succumbed

within a few months of their arrival". With the burial in Mbaraki Cemetery,

Mombasa, of Sisters Hermenegildis,

Eustacia and Genesai, the

the Precious Blood Sisters' activity in

The second group of

Mombasa

first

phase of

ended.

Sisters returned in 1925

and got down

to

work

immediately beginning with a dispensary and school for religious instruction

and reading
Juditha

who

lessons.

The year 1928 saw

until her retirement did so

the arrival of the

much

for

Bura

whom Bura owes

so

much -

Sister

in the fields of girls'

secondary education and teacher training. In 1935 Sister
another Sister to

dynamic

Amadea

arrived,

principally in that she

was

given the responsibility of nursing the infant diocesan Congregation of St
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Joseph and bringing

to the stage

it

outstanding missionary

Bura

Girls'

among

where

it

could look after

the early Sisters

was

Another

itself.

Sister Adelberta

who

set

High School on a firm footing during her years of headmistress-

ship from 1952 to 1964.

When
Bura

Mukasa

the St. Joseph

in 1967, the Precious

expertise.
after the

The

trainees

women and

Blood

had

was opened

catechetical training centre
Sisters

were there

their families with

children, giving

them

at

hand

them and

in

to help with their

the Sisters looked

religious instruction as well as

practical guidance, cooking, sewing, hygiene

and childcare. The

Sisters,

however, did not confine themselves to the boundaries of Bura mission but

became involved

NARET

in

work

Association) and in

(National Religious Education Teachers'

as religious education advisers.

They

travelled

around the Taita Hills visiting schools, organising seminars and workshops

and helping the teachers in every way, both by teaching and encouragement.

Looking back on the contribution of the Precious Blood
missionary effort in
personnel they have

Mombasa

left

it

is

Sisters to the

sad to learn that owing to lack of

Bura. Their influence remains on in the presence of

the diocesan St Joseph Sisters, the congregation they helped to found (as
shall see in the next chapter), nourish

branch of the Precious Blood

Blood

is

now

own

brief

"Grown

as a

and bring to maturity. Their

history provided for this publication ends with these words:
Sisters, the

we

redemptive power of the Precious

flowing through the prayer, sacrifice and service of the St

Joseph Sisters as a blessing for their fellow Africans in Mombasa, Nairobi

and Kitui".

THE MISSIONARY SISTERS OF
The White
Sisters of

Sisters, or to

give them their official

Our Lady of Africa, were

Cardinal Lavigerie to work

OUR LADY OF AFRICA

among

originally

the

founded

title:

in

The Missionary

1869

Muslims of North

in Algeria

Africa.

As

by

their

congregation grew they expanded their apostolate elsewhere in Africa. Their
first Sisters

Mary

arrived in

St. Victor,

Mombasa on May 28th

and dispensary

was

built for

becoming an

St.

Romuald from France and

". ..to

begin an inter-racial school

Mary Vianney and Mary

Canada. They proposed as their apostolate:
in the

1909, the pioneers being Sisters

grounds of the Holy Ghost Mission".

them beside the

A

fine convent

original mission church. This building, later

office block for the well

known Mombasa firm of Baumann
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&

Missionary

Company, held a commanding

site

along Mombasa's main road until

Sisters

was

it

demolished to make room for Ambalal House. While waiting for their
convent to be ready the Sisters lived

mission house, they and the

at the

Fathers having separate staircases at opposite ends of the verandah. This

between the two groups with the

the beginning of the close cooperation

always

Sisters

at

hand

to involve

was

themselves in parish projects.

Ali bin Salim, the influential son of the Liwali and friend of the Fathers

and

was responsible

Sisters,

convent to which they

for the latter getting the site of their present

moved in

1912. Today the fine Sisters' residence, built

mission house in the typical French missionary style of the

like the Fathers'

time (thick walls and a fine wide verandah

maximum

Railway Company

coming

Sea School

to their

in

alone.

school. This school

Sisters of

Sea School,

their

Among the early Sisters,
Makupa

work

in

how

called

was changed

girls

Mombasa has

site

The White

to Star

of the

laid.

through their input

not been confined to

of the present railway station and

Makadara (now Mombasa) Hospital. In
had

day Pandya Memorial

their

own

small dispensary on

Clinic. Returning to the field of

find the Sisters taking up the running of Marycliff Primary

School - a school which
forget

in

Mission. She also gave a lot of her time, as did the other

the site of present

we

it

was

succeeded

drop and pick up

Hermina is remembered for her work

addition to hospital visitation, the Sisters

we

Sisters

our Lady of Africa have always been

Sister

Sisters, to visiting patients in the

education

until

and foremost with the education of

first

primary school originally on the

later at

Avenue and

1954 when the foundation of the present building was

into Star of the

in the

door and the

to let the trains stop there to

little

Although the Missionary
associated

around thus ensuring

stood in the middle of bush country.

Convent School and remained so

Sisters'

it

it

that time the railway almost ran past the

getting the

children

all

coolness), stands at the roundabout joining Nyerere

Dedan Kimathi Road, but in those days
At

day

Sisters

they helped to

Annette and Vivien put on

start the

its feet.

Mama Ngina Hostel

Nor must

for Girls

(now a

secondary school) of which Sister Zita was one of the founding matrons.

As

regards specifically religious education, in latter years the Sisters

turned their attention to the teachers of religion in primary schools. In 1983
Sisters

Margaret and Honor

to serve the

initiated the

Religous Education Resource Centre

needs of religious education throughout the diocese. Over the

years over seven hundred teachers followed the
the Centre. This

REAP

courses provided by

work is now being continued by a diocesan
91

catechetical

team

Mombasa Mission

led by Sister Berry Chari of the Sisters of St Joseph, thus leaving Sister

Maggi, the
to

of the founding group to be associated with the Centre, free

last

devote herself to secretarial and administrative preparations for the

Centenary celebrations.
Apart from their untiring dedication to education both secular and
the

religious,

Missionary Sisters of Our Lady of Africa have given

themselves to other forms of the apostolate over the years in and around

Mombasa.

In

the thirties

when Mombasa received

of migrant

floods

upcountry workers, the Sisters started looking after their womenfolk,
teaching them the basics of

home economy. These

eventually developed into the formation of

which

Sisters

beginnings

small

Maendeleo ya Wanawake groups

Catherine and Rosa organised in Kongowea, Mtongwe,

Changamwe and Majengo. Branching

out into other apostolic spheres, Sister

Rose St Marie created a new work of Savings and Credit Unions along the
coast.

Sister

distress

Lea

started a

movement

- a work which today

is

called Slowodi to help

women

in

being carried on by Sister Ursula of the

Sisters of St Joseph.

In

all

the

above ventures, the

Sisters of

Our Lady of

Africa have

whom

stamp of perfection and devotion on their work and on those people with
they have

come

into contact.

Christians alone, but of the

women who have

And

this is true not

only of Catholics or even

many Mombasa Muslim and Hindu

passed through their hands.

the

left

Many

of these

and

girls

owed

their

success in later life to the groundwork in secular, moral and religious training

They remember with

they received particularly in Star of the Sea School.

and fondness such stalwarts as Sisters Oliver and Bernadette,

gratitude

appreciated especially for their musical talents; Sister

Wiro

wizard, scripture teacher to students, both boys and girls of
to

come

for after class tuition; Cecilia

many young Mombasa

Mary who

girls to the beautiful

the

mathematics

all faiths,

who used

has successfully introduced

world of

classical

piano music.

These are but a few of the many Sisters over the eighty years since their

who have
Truly

arrival

helped the Star of the Sea shine bright in the sky over Mombasa.

Mombasa owes

a great debt to these Sisters.

As

old guard grows less and as their congregation grows
character, they turn their eyes with
to continue their

work

unbounded hope

as they recall the

the

more

to their

words of

missionaries should be mainly initiators, for the lasting

number of

international in

younger

Sisters

their founder:

"The

work has

done

to be

by the Africans themselves when they become Christians and apostles".
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THE SISTERS OF THE INSTITUTE OF THE BLESSED VIRGIN MARY
(LORETO SISTERS)
As

far

back as 1903, a Sister

education of

girls in

who was

Kenya arrived

to

have an immense impact on the

She was

in Nairobi.

Mary Borgia

Sister

O'Shaughnessy, the forerunner of a veritable army of Sisters of the
of the Blessed Virgin Mary, or Loreto Sisters as they are

She and

Sister Catherine

Beauvais came

of Zanzibar, Monsignor Allegeyer to
girls".These
in

".

.

request of the Vicar Apostolic

at the

.open a highclass boarding school for

would have been the daughters of Europeans

Kenya, since

in those days,

were as yet unheard

of. Sister

Institute

commonly known.

settled or

working

boarding schools for Africans, boys or

girls,

Borgia, having sized up the situation in Nairobi

decided that there was no work for her Sisters there "...congruous to the
times". She felt that the real need at St Austin's mission, opened only four

years previously, was for nursing Sisters which

was not within

the scope of

the Loreto Sisters' vocation.

made

In 1913 Monsignor Allegeyer

headquarters at Rathfarnham, Dublin.

and had become a member of the
so he

knew

the

work

another appeal to the Irish Sisters'

He had

Irish

studied at Blackrock College

Province of the Holy Ghost Fathers,

the Loreto Sisters

were doing in Ireland for

education and he wanted them for his Vicariate.

however, that Sister Borgia again arrived

Monsignor John

in

It

was not

Nairobi

at

girls'

1920

until

the request of

Neville,the first Irish Vicar Apostolic of Zanzibar.

Sisters she brought with her

humble beginnings of

The

were from the Loreto Indian Province. From the

their first little school in

Msongari, Nairobi, which

opened on November 11th 1920 "...with seventeen pupils, one old worn out
blackboard, and three wallmaps almost eaten
the Loreto Sisters in

They witnessed

away by

insect.

.

.

the history of

Kenya has been one of phenomenal growth and

success.

the opening of school after school around the country

-

Eastleigh (the Sisters living in Msongari used to travel to school every day
in a butcher's van), Nairobi Parochial School, Eldoret,

(A Loreto by the
College,

Sea), Valley

Mombasa

Road, Matunda, Kiambu Teacher Training

Changamwe, Taru and Nakuru.

The pioneering group

for the Loreto

stalwart Sister Borgia, arriving
Sisters

Limuru,

Mpya

at

Mombasa was

led

by the

on December 19th 1936 accompanied by

Raphael Gordon and Imelda

convent on Mji

by the Sea

Griffin.

They took possession of their first

Road, "...off Salim Road South", which today
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Nyerere Avenue. The house (today St Anne's High School) had been
acquired the previous year thanks to a bequest of

by a

money

left to Sister

Borgia

relative in Ireland.

The aims of

the Loreto sisters are set out as follows in a booklet they

published on the occasion of their Golden Jubilee in Mombasa:

To work

for the progress of the

(Mombasa) people

in Christian living

and

doctrine.

As much

own

as possible to involve the pupils in the task of their

education and development.

To

foster in the pupils a sense of their dignity

reflective, thus enabling

To

them

to

make

and

to assist

them

to

be

right decisions.

inculcate in the pupils a desire to serve and to provide opportunities for

them

to put this desire into action.

To cooperate with

parents and to seek their cooperation in fostering in the

pupils a right sense of values, a loyalty to family, church, school and
country.

Beyond

the confines of the school

compound, the

making contact with many other people
their

day

in

aimed

at

need of enlightenment and help

in

day struggle for a livelihood and

to

in search

Loreto were blessed in having in Sister Borgia a
talents

and

virtues.

She had a great devotion

to the

Sisters also

of a meaning in

woman

life.

of exceptional

Blessed Sacrament, a great

sense of the role of a Sister as a moral support to the priest, a great feeling for
the spiritual and material plight of the ordinary people with
into contact,

had

whom

and a special sympathy for and attachment to the

that virtue so necessary to all superiors

-

a great sense of

sick.

she

came

She also

humour which

tided her and her companions over the difficulties of the early years.

The Loreto

Sisters

were originally invited

daughters of the expatriate community and

many

of Kenya's

first

allowed themselves

to

what they

schools".

too

It

Kenya

to educate the

at first their pupils, like those

of

boarding schools, were Europeans. However, they
be

colonial Africa including
for

to

moved by

Kenya and

the

in the early sixties they

call ". .the quiet revolution
.

was obvious

wind of change sweeping across
began preparing

of integrating other races into their

that the original school

on Mji

Mpya road would be

small for the explosive intake of African children expected after
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Independence. With
left

this increase

no stone unturned

mind

in

had acquired the

Sheehan

Sister Teresina

large plot

on which stands

day convent and magnificent school on Kaunda Avenue. At the

the present

moment

until she

of pupils

Sisters

a

it is

mixed primary school and there

are great

hopes

that a plot for

a secondary school close by will be acquired, thus ensuring the pupils of a

from pre-standard one up

straight run

to

form four along the unique

Loreto education. Sister Borgia did not live to see the
"...but her spirit continued to live

on

new school

in Sisters Teresina, Rosario,

Carmel, Louis and Breid who formed the

first

Loreto

lines of

take shape,

Community

Dorothea,
at

Kaunda

Avenue. They have been described as persons with "hearts to love and wills
to serve"

.

In 1968, in keeping with their policy of Africanising their schools, the

Loreto Sisters took over the newly built diocesan private school, St Charles

Lwanga Secondary

in

Changamwe. This was

a brave step as

it

was the

first

secondary school in that area of low income workers and showed the
determination of the Sisters to accept

The pioneer was

apostolate.

new

challenges in their educational

Sister Paula Doolin

and with the good

foundations she laid the school has gone from strength to strength. The
present headmistress,Sister Elizabeth White, says of the school that "...the

aim of the education offered

is

and has been

as

wide based as possible

in

order to encourage the development of the whole person of each student" -

which indeed
that

is

the core of

all

Loreto education.

with the coming of industrialisation to

It

has already been noted

Mombasa

the

Changamwe

area

experienced a minor population explosion. The great majority of the pupils
at St

Charles

The school

Lwanga

is

are the children of these upcountry migrant workers.

a blessing for such people since the Sisters try to keep the

school as low-cost as possible. Another blessing

of students

who do

is

that the intake is normally

not qualify for places in government schools and "...yet

are potentially capable of benefiting

from a secondary education

genuinely an atmosphere of Christianity as possible". Moreover,
school

is)

in as

"...(the

pioneering an appreciation of opportunities for developing the head

and the hand relevant to experiences that are available".

Mombasa Loreto Sisters spread their wings further afield the Waduruma people in the heart of the Taru semi-desert area

In 1971, the
this

time to

halfway between

Mombasa fine

Mombasa and

Voi.

While building a section of the

Nairobi tarmac road a group of Yugoslav contractors had built a

complex of wooden buildings

as their headquarters at Taru.
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their

Mombasa Mission

departure, the local elders bought the buildings and approached the Catholic

Church

to

open a Harambee

(local

community) secondary school. The

Loreto Sisters were approached to undertake the running of this school. At
that

moment

and

fifty

wished

"...the Loreto Sisters

commemorate

to

the one hundred

years of their foundation in Ireland, so they readily accepted the

invitation to run the school to recall the spirit of their

own

small beginnings

in Ireland".

Sisters Margarita
assisted,

among

others,

on Giriama mission
captured

much

and carried

it

Burke and Teresina Sheehan got the school going, ably
by Rocky Mchinga already mentioned

of his former headmaster Fr Witte's philosophy of education

to the Taru

Committee Meetings". By 1978 the school was on

a firm footing with a government grading and a
teachers

our chapter

Kabaa who had

a past pupil of the Catholic school in

"...

in

on the

staff,

and the Sisters decided

number of government
"...However the

to retire.

challenge has been taken up by the people of the desert".

Mombasa, Changamwe, Taru stage

on the way

blessings on the

to

the latter

two are

at

present at an interim

becoming public schools - have showered countless

many

pupils

who have been

fortunate

enough

to pass

through the caring hands of these Sisters. As has been said about the

Missionary Sisters of Our Lady of Africa, these pupils number among them

many non-Catholics and

non-Christians

and today bear the Loreto stamp on
in

who remember

their characters

the Sisters fondly

wherever they are found

Kenya.

Emphasis has been placed on the
the

head only, as

is

sadly the case in

the soul, the heart, the hands
Sisters

have

it

sum up

-

aimed

at

schools today, but also

at

fact that Loreto education is not

in a

many Kenya
word

at the

whole person. The Loreto

their apostolate as follows: " 'That they

to the full' (John 10:10). This is the chief

may have

concern of our

life

and

Sisters.

Therefore formation of the whole person, in which care of the faith through
education of youth and any means suitable to the times,

That

this apostolate will

by the number and

the Congregation.

take firm root in

Kenya

our apostolate".

continue in Kenya as the numbers of the Irish

Sisters decreases is assured

women joining

is

soil,

To ensure

quality of

that the

young Kenyan

Loreto charism would

the Provincial Superior negotiated the opening

of a noviceship in Nairobi. This was in February 1965 and as usual in such

undertakings the beginnings were humble.

Lwanga Katela and Ephigenia

Two past pupils of Loreto

schools,

Gachiri heard the call to follow Christ and
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started their long road to final profession

who was

Fidelis Shiel

the

under the wise guidance of Sister

The year 1990 saw the

mistress of novices.

first

celebration of the silver jubilee of these

two Kenya pioneers, shared with
- four other

finally

six novices.

Placed

their patron, the

Loreto

great joy by their compatriots in the Congregation

professed Sisters, eighteen with temporary

vows and

under the protection of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
Sisters look forward in

hope

to their future.

THE CONSOLATA SISTERS
The Consolata Fathers were

make

their

the second group of missionary priests to

way up country from Mombasa

to their early

When

they got settled in

missions around Nyeri they were followed by their fellow

Sisters of the Consolata
in Nyeri, later

in 1902.

Congregation who like the Fathers started their work

expanding

sixties to Marsabit.

it

Meru, Embu, Murang'a and

to

The main goal of

bringing Christianity

among

the Consolata Sisters

the not-yet-evangelised.

first

evangelise,

They witness

to the

they also devoted themselves temporarily to physically

disabled children, and to the deaf, the

handed over the

is to

teaching and socio-human

teachings of the Gospel through nursing,

development. At

finally in the late

institutions they

had

dumb and

the blind. Later

started for these charitable

on they

works

to

others Sisters or lay missionaries.

The Consolata

Sisters arrived in

Maris House by the seashore

Mombasa in 1968 and opened their Stella

at Shelly Beach.

The pioneers were

Sisters

The aim of

house

Luisalba, Odilia, Martina and the late Sister Sandra.

was

own

to give hospitality to Sisters arriving
sisters

work and
in

coast

come

Italy, as

a rest house for their

and for those of other congregations in need of a break from their

finally to

view the

from

their

make

a contribution to the local church. With this last aim

Sisters built a fine dispensary to
in preference to their

own

which people from

local hospitals

the

whole

and dispensaries. In

addition they built a nursery school which also serves as a chapel for

Sunday

Mass. One of the Sisters teaches catechism to the local children, preparing

them

for reception of the Sacraments while a second teaches the pastoral

programme

in the

second house

at

nearby primary schools. Since 1984 the Sisters have a

the Likoni-Mtongwe Parish where they are involved in

nursery school supervision, promotion of health by preventive and curative
care together with family catechesis and apostolic
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work among

the youth.

Mombasa Mission

THE LITTLE SISTERS OF THE
The

POOR

of the Poor, faithful to the original charism of their

Little Sisters

foundress, Blessed Jeanne Jugan (1792-1879), are dedicated to the service of
the elderly poor. Their congregation, founded at Saint Servan, France, in

1839, has spread to thirty countries around the world. Their mission

humble service
elderly

one of

aged poor. They undertake to feed, clothe and house the

to the

who have no one

home and

is

care until the

to

do so for them, giving them the security of a

moment

of death. In their homes for the aged poor

various activities are organised to promote the spiritual, mental and physical
health of the residents.

In 1961 the Bishop of
Sisters to

open a home

in

Mombasa, Bishop Eugene Butler CSSp,
Mombasa. The

invited the

rapid transition from a traditional to

a quickly developing society had given rise to social problems hitherto

unknown

and there was an alarming increase

in Africa,

elderly people, homeless, alone, without a supporting family,

they had to fend for themselves and
Sisters

answered Mombasa's

on June 7th 1969.

It

was a

call

who were

and the

first

living

truly international

who found

from day

group of

number of

in the

that

The

to day.

Little Sisters arrived

group composed of Sisters

Margaret from Ireland, Rita from Scotland and Marie Aimee from India. For
the first six

weeks they experienced the warm

Lady of Africa

until they

were ready

to

man from

Bura. In

Our

home - an

old

occupy

rented house on the Kilindini Road. Within a
resident, an elderly

hospitality of the Sisters of
their first

week

they welcomed their

December 1971 a

property in Tudor

was acquired on which the present Nyumba ya Wazee was
accommodation for seventy

five

blessed by Cardinal Otunga on

As with

built

with

men and women. The completed project was

May

24th 1974.

the other missionary congregations, the Little Sisters of the Poor

have been appealing to young Kenyan

women

special vocation to the elderly poor, and

it is

African Sisters to take their vows, one

is

to

No

answer the

noteworthy

two

call

of their

that of the first

from Mombasa. At

there are four such Sisters (one with final vows),
aspirants.

first

the

two

moment

postulants and five

doubt numbers will increase, adding to the present seven of the

Mombasa Home and

five

of the newly opened one in Nairobi.

characteristic of the mission of the Little Sisters of the

confidence in Divine Providence. This confidence

generous donations,

gifts

is

Poor

a total

rewarded by the

and subscriptions showered on the
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A

Sisters

by

Missionary

Mombasa's

who

Sisters

and creeds. Another by-product of

grateful people of all races

this all-powerful

confidence

on

are always

is

the joy that radiates

call,

Sisters

from the overworked

a joy shared by their residents. In their

immaculately kept house and compound one truly finds the peace and
tranquillity

of A Monastery Garden.

THE IRISH SISTERS OF MERCY

We

conclude

Mombasa with

this chapter

the

on the missionary

Carlow Mercy

Sisters

Sisters

who have worked

from Ireland who,

in the persons of

Mary, Francis and Ann taught for a number of years

Sisters

in

in the Junior

Seminary, Kwale. In their few short years there, they were a source of
inspiration to all in the

with

compound -

whom Sister Mary

that old

own house was

ready. Unfortunately

"bugbear" of lack of personnel was once again responsible for

withdrawal, and their place has

We

pupils, teachers and Sisters of St Joseph

lived until their

have seen a

now been

taken by lay

their

staff.

definite pattern throughout the life

and work of these

valiant missionary Sisters regardless of their different congregations or
nationalities.

They came, they

then called on others, on the

planted, they reaped; they

women

showed the way and

of Kenya they had grown to love, to

follow the same call that they had heard and followed. This call has been

answered, and the founding Sisters in their wisdom are allowing then-

Kenyan children

to

grow

rather strengthening their

in

an African, a Kenyan way, thus not stifling but

own inborn characters and talents,

a firm foundation for the future.

SOURCES
Notes supplied by the different congregations.
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